Robotics for hazardous environments is one of the most important and fast growing areas in the robotics industry [4, 5, 6, 121. This area focuses on providing a high level functionality in arenas where humans cannot safely or cheaply work. However, the usefulness of the robot in hazardous situations is highly dependent on its reliability. Hazardous environments can damage robotic components, are often sensitive to disturbances that can be caused by malfunctioning robots, and humans usually cannot enter these areas to repair or remove a failed robot. For these reasons, our team has investigated reliability issues for robots extensively [7, 8, 14, 91.
CP-5 reactor facility [I] .) Rosie, under development by RedZone Robotics Inc. and Carnegie Mellon University's Field Robotics Center, is a heavy-duty hydraulic robot designed for nuclear reactor decontamination and dismantlement. The robot consists of a wheeled platform containing a central hydraulic power supply powered by an electric tether, four independently steerable wheels, and a heavy-duty crane/manipulator. The hydraulic wheel actuator subsystem has been determined to be a vital component of the mobile platform through reliability analysis. A failure of a wheel mechanism may prevent the removal of Rosie from the reactor work site, which may very well be deadly to potential repairmen.
The combination of the hazardous nuclear environment and debris from the decontamination and dismantlement tasks will put considerable stress on the robot system and requires a careful monitoring and diagnostics strategy to reduce the possibility of major failures. Our research into analyzing this robot's reliability through the technique of analytical redundancy (AR) will help provide the Department of Energy (DOE) with a more complete and effective set of tests for monitoring and diagnostics of the Rosie system.
In this paper, we discuss the derivation through AR of a suite of model based tests for the default sensor package for one of Rosie's wheel actuators. AR allows us to exploit the sensor information of the sensors values and the system model to derive tests of the consistency of the sensor data. Some of these tests are comparison of the actual system response to control inputs to predicted response indicated by the model, the other tests uncovered by the AR analysis reflect higher order state interdependencies. These tests and their use in monitoring and diagnostics for Rosie are detailed and examined in depth. This work is also an interesting example of the application of model based techniques for an important class of practical systems.
INTRODUCTION
Our research group is working with Foster-Miller Technologies Incorporated, an organization with considerable experience in evaluating the reliability of hydraulic systems, as part of a DOE contract to examine monitoring and diagnostic issues for Rosie. The project goal is to develop and test effective sensor configurations and data analysis procedures to minimize the negative impact of failures of the Rosie worksystem. While constraints prevent us from implementing major physical modifications to Rosie, we will improvements can be itoring and diagnostic The paper will or AR. AR is a maximum number of of sensor data with inputs, which yields tem is performing Our group has used cal robotic systems it to the hydraulic the system changes significantly and thu!: The analytical redundancy (AR) method allows us to explicitly derive the maximum possible number of linearly independent consistency tests for a system [2] . Using a linear model of the system of interest, AR exploits the null space of the observability matrix to allow the creation of a set of test equations. These tests use sensor data histories and known past control inputs to detect any deviation whatsoever from the static or dynamic behaviors of the model. The deviations can then be analyzed for signs that indicate specific faults within the system.
A major advantage of AR is that the technique has already removed the model-following aspects of the sensor data, leaving only the deviations from the model characteristics inherent in the individual AR tests. In addition to allowing better model tuning, this reduces the amount of "noise" the error detection software has to deal with, making isolating faults that much easier. Although the faults may be visible in the sensor data streams, AR will isolate them from expected behavior, and categorize them according to the AR tests.
AR works using the standard discrete linear control model with N states, q control inputs, and m sensors:
Z' l is the load Pj is the j t h no is the maxiinum A t is the time
Since the values of the matrices W and V cannot be predicted, they are not considered in the following derivations, and will be dealt with later as noise in the derived tests.
The canonical observability matrices for the above However, this result uses the state histories of the system, and we only indirectly know these values. We must define our tests in terms of the known values of y, b, and ~( k ) .
The resulting parity vector P ( k ) is defined as Note that this last operation is mathematically intensive since it is running the model backwards to get the states from the outputs. The matrices supply the histories of the sensor values while the [B]U term uses the dynamic model and control input history to convert these sensor histories back into the state history they were derived from.
The resulting P ( k ) is an array of tests that will equal zero in the ideal case. In the case of real sensor data, the deviations from zero should be indicative of modeling inaccuracies, noise, and faults, with any model-following behavior completely masked. In the following section, the AR procedure documented here shall be performed on an actuator from the Rosie robot.
MODELING ROSIE
As discussed above, the wheel actuators are a critical component of the Rosie robot. Each actuator consists of a high-performance hydraulic rotary motor connected to a 3000 PSI hydraulic power source through a hydraulic spool valve. Sensors showing the current angular position of the motor shaft and the pressure drop across it monitor the system. The system and locations of the investigated faults can be seen below in figure 1.
The model for hydraulic fluid flow through the spool valve is system is [Ill:
Unfortunately, the model above is nonlinear, and thus not amenable to linear AR methods. We will instead derive our AR tests from the linear version [ It can be seen that the greatest errors in this model occur during high pressures or valve positions far from the mid range value of 0.3 in. While this is satisfactory for control purposes (best control in the middle of the operating region) it is less desirable for fault detection, as faults are more likely to occur under extreme conditions. However, AR is already designed to deal with nonlinearities as noise, so this is not necessarily a critical issue for our application.
The extension of the linear AR techniques to explicitly handle the nonlinearities in the model, and application of nonlinear techniques for fault detection in the nonlinear regions of the model are open areas of research which we are currently actively pursuing. At the present time however, linear techniques such as AR, as analyzed for Rosie in this paper, represent the state of the art in fault detection. Thus the results here (the first time AR has been applied to hydraulic robots to the best of our knowledge) will provide a benchmark for later efforts.
The model for the generated torque is as follows [15] : Thii is because the odd numbered tests can be shown to be digital analogues of the actual model equations. PI is equiv ent to equation 7, while P3 is equivalent to equation 6. ' I his is reassuring, ils it confirms that our analysis was valid. The even numbered tests are more complex, and test for igher order behaviors of the system. P I , and P 4 is the derilvative of P3. The small constant errors in the PI and P2 tests are the result of the frictional effects in the model. We hope to use them to monitor the static and dynamic friction in the system. The large error in P3 is due to the differences between the linear and nonlinear models. Although the error is large, some information can still be extracted from this signal. The dynamic pressure behavior of P 4 shows much smaller steady-state error, since the pressure is not changing much in this period. Figure 5 shows the test signals for the step input when the model parameters have been increased by 10% for the model but not the test, showing some possible effects of parameter estimation error. Note that many of the steady state signals have moved, implying that good initial parameter estimation will be needed to consider the friction effects discussed above. A serious leak im the system somewhere before the caused definite changes in the behavior of the error tests. These changes were distinctive for the two different faults, implying that fault identification through AR is feasible.
Further research into this area is certainly warranted, as greater understanding of the results of these tests will lead to a greater understanding of the system itself.
FUTURE W O R K
Our primary concern is to learn how to implement these tests on Foster-Miller's hydraulic testbed. (Currently under construction.) This will bring up the complex issues of fault detection in conjunction with parameter estimation, nonlinear system response, and variable and unpredictable loading [9] . Although our initial work with linear models has been interesting and productive, these areas promise to present further challenging research problems. The first to be tackled will be the nonlinear aspects, as this can be investigated to a large extent via computer models.
Additionally, we need to develop a general fault detection system for the testbed through practical use of our AR tests. It must be able to process the AR test signals and use a database based on experimental fault behavior to automatically detect and discriminate between various faults. Currently, a fuzzy expert system is being considered for this work.
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